Crash Course: Information Advantage
(aka Over-Hyped Internet Part 1)
Hands-on Workshop in the ACS AP&M B335 Mac Lab
This Tuesday, January 24th, 1995 4:00-5:30pm

Goal:
Increase your awareness of networked information resources at your disposal as a UCSD Math Grad student or Math Faculty member. In a little more than 1 hour, we'll expose you to some or all of the following 'traditional' Internet tools for Information retrieval & publication:
- Archie (Anarchie)
- E-Mail
- FTP (Fetch)
- Gopher (TurboGopher)
- Hyteln
- Listserv subscriptions (and finding them!)
- SDI features of MELVYL
- Usenet News (NewsWatcher)
- Veronica Searching
- WAIS Searching

Benefits:
Research Advantage: If you follow through and learn a little more about your favorite Internet tools after this Crash-Course, you’ll be able to use the Internet as a research aid, complementing your skill with traditional Library resources. (or the identical Mac-Labs in our Library).

It will help if you already know:
How to use a Macintosh mouse. Controlling windows on your screen--scrolling, resizing, closing, and dragging. Launching and switching between applications in System 7.x.

Sign-up:
There's a 16-person limit (chairs, computers), so please sign up in advance at AP&M 6018

Please Bring:
- One Blank Macintosh-formatted floppy disk
- Something to write with